
The Leader in Quality
Swimming Pool, Spa  
& Fountain Finishes

A great pool finish is durable, comfortable, easily 
maintained and enhances your poolscape environment. 

Diamond Brite from SGM is all that and more. 

Diamond Brite combines natural quartz aggregate, 
polymer-modified cement and non-fading Diamond 
Quartz in a stunning variety of colors. The result is 
a unique finish that stands up to the harshest pool 
environments while providing years of enjoyment.

There’s more to a great pool finish 
than meets the eye... 

  800.641.9247  www.sgm.cc



*Sample colors are as accurate as modern printing 
can produce.  The color of your pool may vary due 

to water depth, lighting conditions at job-site, mixing 
and installation methods.  For best results, match to a 

keychain sample chip or wet cement sample chip.

Warranty  
You can be assured the highest quality 

materials have been used and our products 
are supported by the best warranty program 
in the industry. It’s a sign of our commitment 

to achieve the highest quality standards 
in all our swimming pool, spa and fountain 

finishes. 

To register your warranty online visit: 
www.sgm.cc

Midnight Blue

Tahoe Blue

OnyxBlue

French Gray

Aqua Quartz

Marlin Blue

Aqua Blue

Super Blue

Cool Blue

Blue Quartz

Ivory

Classic

Verde

Premium 
Commercial White

Two or more Diamond Brite selections can be blended to create the unique 
finishes of the Watercolor Series, which complement a variety of poolscapes.

Cool Quartz Tahiti Blue Grecian SlateBahama Breeze

CobaltAegean SeaSteel Blue Isla Verde Ocean Blue

Diamond Brite is a registered trademark of SGM, Inc. Use of this trademark without prior written consent is prohibited.

Oyster Quartz

Diamond Brite’s dynamic, factory blended finishes and simple maintenance feature makes it well suited for fountains and spas, as well as other 
water features. Its insoluble quartz aggregate is unaffected by the harshest pool chemicals and resists permanent staining. The Diamond Quartz 

accent colors won’t rust, rub off or fade like other colored aggregates because our coating technology produces a tough, permanently bonded color 
aggregates. Additionally, the accent colors in Diamond Brite give the surface a variegated appearance, masking the slight imperfections that are 

readily apparent in traditional finishes. You’ll also have an added sense of security knowing that your pool is comfortable to the feet and slip resistant. 

  800.641.9247  www.sgm.cc
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Commercial Projects: Premium Commercial White is specially formulated for 
commercial installations, and is the only Diamond Brite choice that offers a 10 year 
extended warranty for commercial pools. Made from 100% Pure Diamond Quartz 
ceramic colored white aggregate, Premium Commercial White meets and exceeds 
Industry and Municipal Standards for Total Solar Reflectance.


